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Okay - so I read the first comment about how it put them to sleep and I laughed. I, too, felt the same

way about this book! My professor even thought the book went into too much detail when I took

both his taxation and advance tax classes. (Of course, it showed in my low grade in advanced...)But

let me tell you something: Fast forward to "I want that CPA certification". This book does the best job

of rounding out those quick, sometimes "very summarized" review books for regulation. If you want

to really learn, such as become an EA or you need to take regulation for the CPA exam, I would

consider it in a heartbeat. I have the 2013 and will update to 2015 the second I can afford this high

price again. The book IS detailed but one thing I love: It gives an example for nearly all the

situations it explains! How can you fall asleep when Dick, Tom, and Jane have a million taxable and

non-taxable situations they're going through???!!!??When you're ready to grow up and enter the

real world, grow some and buy this book!EDIT January 2016 - Just got certified as a public

accountant in the state of Pennsylvania! Oh Yeah!

The authors approached this topic in the most interesting manner that is possible with a topic like

taxation.Really, it's just a dry and detail ladened topic. The authors do a good job of providing a lot

of examples to illustrate their points.Still, very dry though. Good luck!



The description says that text to speech is enabled. It is not. I bought a new kindle specifically so

that I could have this book read itself to me. It is the only book that will not allow me to activate TTS.

Do not waste yiur money on this kindle edition. You might as well just rent the paper book if it isn't

gonna have the sweet features that were promised. It is not cool of  to trick dyslexic people and give

me false hope.

This book is excellent if you like taking naps or do not want to stay awake, also if you have trouble

sleeping at night.If you want to learn taxation, you will find better success speaking to a beggar with

crazy eyes who is downtown, and shouting about the invading lizard-people.The language is so

difficult to follow that pages must be re-read dozens of times. This book is an awful teacher, and

only makes the subject more complicated, complex, and convoluted than if you were to be handed a

bound-version of all cumulative tax-law ever. It flies from topic to topic on a whim, contains almost

no overview-summary compilations, and condenses so much information into such a small space

without clarity that it simply cannot be taken in.Thumbs down. I get the feeling this is the manner of

subject presentation found within Cengage books, as it is not the first Cengage publication that

seems like it was written by robots who 'technically' communicate in English, but not effectively.

Book was NOT in the condition the review said it....in fact not even close. My college textbook looks

as though a kindergartener got a hold of it and used it as an art project. To read and study from this

book is aggravating.

Great book, a bit dry at times, but does an excellent job in explaining all of the concepts well with

tons of examples.

The book was the correct one i needed for my tax cliff's at CNM commit community college.

A very helpful book if your in school for accounting its actually a must,good luck
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